Starships D6 / Colicoid Creation Nest Tri
Name: Colicoid Creation Nest Trident-class assault ship
Type: Gunship
Scale: Capital
Length: 88.71 meters
Skill: Space Transports - Trident-class assault ship
Crew: 4
Passengers: 20 (droids)
Consumables: 1 Day
Hyperdrive Multiplier: No
Hyperdrive Backup: No
Nav Computer: N/A
Space: 4
Atmosphere: 225;800kmh
Aquatic Speed: 40; 130 kmh
Maneuverability: 1D
Hull: 2D
Sensors:
Passive: 15/0D
Scan: 30/1D
Search: 45/2D
Focus: 2/2D+2
Weapons:
Laser cannons (8)
Fire Arc: Bottom
Scale: Starfighter
Fire Control: 0D
Space: 1
Atmosphere Range: 1-5/15/25m
Damage: 1D
Drill-spike
Fire Arc: Turret
Scale: Capital
Fire Control: 0D
Range: 0m (contact weapon)
Damage: 5D
Description: The Trident-class assault ship, more commonly known as the Trident drill assault craft or
simply the Trident drill, was a droid drilling gunship used for stealthy, underwater assaults, as used in the
Battle of Kamino and the second battle of Mon Calamari during the Clone Wars.

The Trident-class assault ship was a modifiable droid gunship carrier with aquatic capability. It was
equipped with eight laser cannons, four powerful mechanical arms, and a drill-spike that could be
swapped out for a powerful engine for long-distance and space travel. It was fitted with two primary
observation portals and eight secondary ones along its "head," while its arms were encased by thick
durasteel and equipped with magnetic grapples.
The Dark Acolyte Asajj Ventress employed a Trident-class assault ship eponymously named the Trident,
which she used in the kidnapping of Rotta the Huttlet prior to the Battle of Teth.
The ships were partially disassembled and attached to parts of Munificent-class frigates during the space
battle above Kamino, and when the frigates were blown apart by the Galactic Republic fleet protecting
the planet, the debris fell through the atmosphere and into the ocean surrounding Tipoca City. Aqua
droids were deployed and assembled them underwater. After the drilling ships were completely
assembled, they rose from the ocean and attacked the city. The opposing clone troopers could not
damage the drills with their normal DC-15Ss, DC-15A blaster rifles, or DC-17 hand blasters, but the drills
were severely damaged towards the end of the battle when the clones used missile launchers. The battle
was eventually lost by the Confederacy of Independent Systems.
The ships were later used during the second battle of Mon Calamari as troop deployment craft, patrol
ships, and assault ships with one ship acting as Riff Tamson's command ship. They were used first to
release large amounts of Aqua droids. After the Mon Calamari civilians were rounded up and taken to
prison camps the ships were then used to patrol the waters surrounding the city. When the Gungan
Grand Army came as the Republic's reinforcements, Tamson used the ships to create whirlpools which
sucked up anyone in the surrounding waters except Tamson and his aqua droids. After the Mon
Calamari, Quarren, Gungans, and Republic forces sided together to fight the Separatists, the ships were
used to simply ram enemy targets in the water and would plow through formations of the allied troops.
However, some of the Mon Cala fighters and Gungan warriors used their weapons to punch holes in the
port holes of one of the drills causing water to run into the hull and destroying the drill.
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